INC newsletter November 2016

Read up on all the events, publications, calls and more:

- One week until MoneyLab: check out the workshops
- Entreprediat: Silvio Lorusso kicks off his new blog
- New longforms on mapping and on digital comics
- MoneyLab Reader #2 crowdfunding campaign is launched
- The 3D Additivist Cookbook launch in New York

One Week until MoneyLab #3

A selection of workshops and a mystic evening program

MoneyLab #3 draws closer and we are happy to present our six workshops by Fiber, Ruth Catlow & Ben Vickers (Furtherfield), NetHood, Bitcoin Wednesday, Dmytri Kleiner & Baruch Gottlieb (Telekommunisten) and The Accountability Institute.

During the evening program on December 1, we will witness a mystic encounter between Geert Lovink and the German philosopher Hannah Arendt, hosted by the University of the Phoenix.
See the full workshops descriptions [here](#), the full program [here](#) and buy tickets [here](#).

### MoneyLab Reader #2 Funding Campaign

**Help make it a printed reality!**

INC publications try to shape the future of money. Content is freely made available in digital formats, and printed copies of the Network Notebooks and INC Readers travel the world.

**We are currently planning a second MoneyLab Reader, and this time, we are asking for your help!**

Today, we launch the first ever INC crowdfunding campaign. We aim to reach €5000 before 23 December 2016 in order to make the next MoneyLab Reader a printed reality.

You can get involved by donating whatever you can spare on our [website](#) or through our [Eventbrite page](#).

Help spread the word!

### The 3D Additivist Cookbook launch

**Launch Party & Panel**

**December 2, 2016**

**Printed Matter, New York**

The 3D Additivist Cookbook, published by the Institute of Network Cultures, is a compendium of imaginative, provocative works from over 100 world-leading artists, activists and theorists.

It contains 3D .obj and .stl files, critical texts, templates, recipes, (im)practical designs and methodologies for living in this most contradictory of times.

The launch will feature a panel discussion on digital and experimental publishing, horror and activism, and new ways of doing / making / thinking / interrupting, as well as a world exclusive introduction to the wild and varied contents of The 3D Additivist Cookbook.
New Longforms about Mapping and Digital Comics

By Gustavo Velho Diogo and Josip Batinić

In the longform *Google Earth, Surveillance, and the Power of Digital Cartography*, Gustavo Velho questions the practical consequences of the increased proliferation of devices that can determine our location.

Josip Batinić explores how one can effectively create digital comics in *Digital Comics: Harder, Better, Faster, Stronger?* Besides merely optimizing the harmony of the existing constitutive elements of comics, one could embrace its environment and take full advantage of the newfound opportunities.

Welcome to the Entreprecariat

Everyone is an entrepreneur. Nobody is safe

A critical look into the techno-social apparatus to optimize the body, the mind, and the soul.

In this new blog, affiliated researcher Silvio Lorusso will collect a series of old and new writings on the reciprocal influence between entrepreneurialism and financial, professional, and affective precarity, i.e. *entreprecariat*.

You can read the blog [here](#).

---

Read up on INC related subjects and order your free copies of our publications [here](#).